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The rates in the eight Scotch towns ranged from 18’ 2 and I19’ 2 in Paisley and Edinburgh, to 24-0 0 in Perth and 25 - 6
in Greenock. The 721 deaths in the eight towns showed a
decline of 75 from the number returned in the previous
week, and included 67 which were referred to the

principal epidemic diseases, against 55 and 71 in the
two preceding weeks. These 76 deaths were equal to an
annual rate of 1’ 9 per 1000, which exceeded by 0’ 5 the
rate from the same diseases in the 76 English towns ;
they included 19 which were referred to whooping-cough,
18 to "fever," 12 to diarrhoea, nine to measles, six to

diphtheria, three to scarlet fever, and not one to small-

pox. The 19 fatal cases of whooping-cough showed a slight
increase, and included 13 in Glasgow and four in Greenock.
The 18 deaths from "fever" exceeded the number in any
recent week, 14 occurring in Glasgow and four in Edin-

burgh ; 11 of these I I fever " deaths in Glasgow and three in
Edinburgh were certified as cerebro-spinal meningitis. Four
deaths were attributed to diarrhoea both in Glasgow and in
Edinburgh. Five fatal cases of measles were returned in Aber-
deen and two in Edinburgh; three deaths from diphtheria
and the two from scarlet fever were recorded in Glasgow. The
deaths in the eight towns referred to diseases of the respira-
tory organs, including pneumonia, which had been 119, 167,
and 182 in the three preceding weeks, further rose to 185
in the week under notice, and exceeded the number
returned in the corresponding week of last year by 59.
The causes of 22, or 3’ 0 per cent., of the deaths registered
during the week in the eight towns were not certified or were
not stated ; the mean proportion of uncertified deaths in the
76 English towns during the week did not exceed 1’ 0 per
cent. 

____

HEALTH OF DUBLIN.

The annual death-rate in Dublin, which had been equal
to 28’ 8, 18’ 4, and 31-9 in the three preceding weeks,
declined again to 29’ 0 in the week ending Jan. 12th. During
the 13 weeks of last quarter the death-rate in the city
averaged 23 - 9 per 1000, the mean rate during the same
period being only 16’0 in London and 16’2 in Edinburgh.
The 219 deaths of Dublin residents during the week under
notice showed a decline of 22 from the high number
in the previous week, which excess was mainly due to
the delay of registration during the Christmas week; they
included eight which were referred to the principal epidemic
diseases, against five and 19 in the two preceding weeks.
These eight deaths were equal to an annual rate of 1 - 1 per
1000, against 1’2 in London and 1-8 in Edinburgh. These

eight deaths from these epidemic diseases in Dublin last week
included three from measles, two from whooping-cough, two Ifrom diarrhoea, one from " fever," and not one either from
scarlet fever, diphtheria or small-pox. The fatal cases of
measles corresponded with the number in the previous week,
while those both of whooping-cough and diarrhoea showed a
marked decline. Four inquest cases and one death from
violence were registered during the week; and 87, or

40’1 1 per cent., of the deaths occurred in public institutions.
The causes of seven, or 3’ 2 per cent., of the deaths

registered in the city during the week were not certified ;
the percentage of uncertified deaths in the week under
notice did not exceed 0 - 2 in London, while it was 3 - 1 in
Edinburgh.

THE SERVICES.

ROYAL NAVY MEDICAL SERVICE.

THE following appointments are notified :-Fleet Surgeons :
P. V. Jackson to the Sapphire on recommissioning, and
P. E. Maitland to the Majestic. Staff Surgeon : J. Martin to
the President, for three months’ course at West London Hos-
pital. Surgeon: F. C. Robinson to the Sapphire on recom-
missioning, to be lent to the Tyne. i

In accordance with the provisions of Her late Majesty’s
Order in Council of April lst, ] 881, Staff Surgeon Albert
Bobart has been allowed to withdraw from His Majesty’s
Naval Service with a gratuity.

ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS.

Major R. W. H. Jackson, specialist sanitary officer at

Dublin, is appointed to the Belfast District. Captain E.
Brodribb, from Gibraltar, is appointed for duty at Kilkenny,
and Captain S. de C. O’Grady from Limerick to Dublin.
Captain F. S. Penny joins the London District for duty.

ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS IN INDIA.

Lieutenant-Colonel J. J. C. Bennett has assumed command
of the Station Hospital, Saugor, on return from leave. Major
F. W. Begbie has been posted for duty in the 5th Division.
Captain L. L. G. Thorpe has returned from leave and has
arrived at Jubbulpore. Captain A. W. Gibson has left Dthala
for Aden. Captain T. F. Ritchie is granted 60 days general
leave from Dec. 7th, 1906. Lieutenant J. Campbell is

appointed specialist in the prevention of disease.

ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS (VOLUNTEERS).
Major-General Lord Cheylesmore, C.V.O.,will distribute

the prizps of the London Companies Royal Army Medical
Corps (Volunteers), on Saturday, Feb. 9bh, at their head-
quarters, 51, Calthorpe-street, Gray’s Inn-road, London,
W.C.

MR. HALDANE’S NEW ARMY SCHEME.

The Army Order recently issued puts us in possession of
some very important information regarding the great
changes, which are still, however, quite incomplete, proposed
to be carried out in Mr. Haldane’s new army scheme. There
is little or nothing in the Army Order or in the explanatory
memorandum accompanying it which calls in any special way
for medical comment. Nevertheless, as no great and funda-
mental changes can take place in the army as a whole without
more or less affecting every branch and department of it,
and as the present War Minister’s declared aim and object are
to develop, if not to create, a national army and to organise a
new and comprehensive system of national defence we may
venture to express some of the impressions that have
occurred to us. Seeing, moreover, that any movement in
this direction is necessarily intimately associated with that
of the maintenance of our national stamina and vigour it
becomes a question of public health. On this relation,
however, there is no need to enter here beyond calling
attention to the important bearing which it has upon
this army problem. As regards the titular changes
introduced, for British military purposes a division is
a handier tactical unit and one more in accordance
with the army traditions of this country and with the
present organisation of our Indian army than an army
corps. Divisions and brigades lend themselves well to

army medical organisation purposes. We can only sup-
pose, however, that before Mr. Haldane for economical
reasons made the reductions that he did in the regular army
of trained soldiers he had taken some steps to ascertain how
his new proposals for recruiting and reorganising the regular
army from the non-regular-as to foreign service, for

example-were likely to be received and to work, for on
this success mainly depends. It is as impossible to have
a river without water as an army without recruits, and
the quality, in training and efficiency, of any force
to take the field against that of a Continental
Power has in the present day to be of the best,
As we have already said, no one can doubt Mr. Haldane’s
sincerity of purpose and breadth of view. The object which
he seeks has, and should have, no element of political party
spirit about it. The appearance of his complete scheme
will naturally be awaited with great interest and curiosity,
and should it prove reasonably adequate to the needs of the
occasion and likely to lead to some settlement of this

question on a satisfactory basis he will have well deserved
all the praise which he will surely obtain from men of all
parties.

NAVAL MEDICAL SUPPLEMENTAL FUND.

At the quarterly meeting of the directors of the Naval
Medical Supplemental Fund held on Jan. 15th, when Sir J.
Dick, K.C.B., presided, the sum of f.62 was distributed
among the several applicants.
THE NEW ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE ADVISORY BOARD.

The personnel of the reconstructed Advisory Board formed
by the amalgamation of the Army Medical Advisory Board
and the Army Hospital Sanitary Committee has now been
announced. We publish the names in another column (see
p. 178) and believe that our readers will agree with us that

i the selection of members has been made judiciously.
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Correspondence.

SECURITY OF TENURE FOR POOR-LAW
MEDICAL OFFICERS IN THE HIGH-

LANDS OF SCOTLAND.

II Audi alteram partem." 
"

To the Edito’J’8 of THE LANCET. ISIRS,-Security of tenure for Poor-law medical officers in I
Scotland is so well recognised as right and proper that with-
out any special enactment it has gradually but surely
become the rule except in the remoter parishes of the High-
lands and Islands. No doubt the law of the land should in

explicit terms reinforce the practice. But security of tenure
cannot be made legally absolute "ad vitam ant eu7_vain."
It can only be relative-that is, there must be the power of
dismissal still left with the parish authorities but subject to
the intervention of the Scottish Local Government Board.
This Board has to ba made the judge as to whether the dis-
missal be capricious and unjust or not.
Had the Local Government Board 40 years ago laid down

that the power of dismissal was only to be exercised subject
to its approval as one of the regulations in connexion
with the Parliamentary grants in aid of Poor-law
medical relief, I have no doubt such a restriction would
then have been quietly accepted as a necessary condi-
tion of help from the State. But, Sirs, the times change
and we have to change with them. Two things have

happened. Gradually parochial boards have come to see

that their officers deserve, and should possess, security of
. tenure. And so it may truly be said that parochial medical

officers all over Scotland with the exceptions I have men-
tioned do already hold their appointments" ad vitam a11t
czclpam2." The other change which also I can say on looking
back nearly 50 years, a great part of which was passed as a
parish doctor, has come about, is that Scottish feeling as
against central interference of all kinds has waxed very
much stronger, and, rightly or wrongly, parish councils in the
larger centres will not allow that the Local Government
Board should have any legal right whatever to interfere with
their jurisdiction. And so the chances of a change in the
law, however reasonable, yet as tending, however remotely,
towards centralisation are to those studying the trend of the
times absolutely nil and the agitation in that direction
useless. If this contention be right, surely, Sirs, it is
wiser to limit our attention to the diseased portion of the
existing system and leave the healthy part alone.

Pain and disturbance of function are practically-nay, I
may say invariably-limited to the extremities of the
Scottish body politic, the Highlands and Islands. What,
then, is the cure for this complaint-a complaint, unfortu-
nately, too frequent and one which no unprejudiced person
can deny really exists and demands remedy. Owing to the
widely scattered and poor condition of the inhabitants in
those remote regions it has become necessary to pay the
parish doctor at a much higher rate.per head of paupers than
the ordinary parochial medical officer is paid in the more
densely populated and richer parts of the country. Again,
from the very nature of things, the Highland and Island
doctor is appointed, not only to look after the paupers, but
also he has to attend those of the parish inhabitants, be
they rich or poor, who may require his services. In this way
he becomes a sort of club doctor and the invariable evils of
contract practice immediately begin to grow and flourish.
His employers, partly by salary from their own pockets, partly
by securing larger and larger grants from the public purse,
claim that they have the right, not only to his services,
but to dictate on private and personal grounds that they
themselves should be judges of the skill and attention he
should bring to bear on the discharge of his professional
duties. Surely, Sirs, a ridiculous state of things if the
doctor is to be in any sense independent, and if he is to
exercise that indispensable qualification for real usefulness in
his work. No doubt legal security of tenure would help him.
But to those who know the real nature of the working of the
existing state of things much more than security of tenure
is required if the condition of the Poor-law doctor in the
Highlands and Islands is to be placed on a satisfactory
footing. Even with security of tenure he would still be

ill-paid, ill-housed, a prisoner practically in his parish, and
unpensioned for his old age The state of matters of which
we have read so much as existing in Ireland is practically
going on on this side of the Irish Sea in a great portion of
the north and west of Scotland.

I Is the real remedy here, as there, to be a State-paid
medical service ? From the parely professional point of
view there is much to be said in favour of this proposal,
as there is in the corresponding case of education. The

position of a civil servant is assured, his salary and pension
are fixed and certain, and, above all, merit would be more
likely to be recognised and promotion to follow would
almost come to be relied on.
But with all due deference to Mrs. Sydney Webb, I do

not think the country is prepared for such a grave
socialistic and centralising experiment. No doubt, as

that great authority on local government shows, we have
travelled far on the same road in the matter of public
health in supplying free of charge to rich and poor
infectious diseases asylums and are fast giving to all and
sundry gratuitous medical advice and medicines in our

general hospitals. But, looking forward, as we are entitled
to look, hopefully to great advances in sanitation, housing,
proper upbringing of children, physical training of the
pupils, and medical inspection of schools, is there not a real
prospect of abolishing what may be called the policy of
mere expedients to meet present difficulties ? 2 It may be
visionary, but having secured the reforms mentioned there is
really no reason why each individual should not sit down
under his own vine and fig tree, when he will have learned
not only to avoid all known causes of infection but be able to
cope with disease and death guided by his own medical
adviser, without the intervention of an army of medical
officers of health and sanitary inspectors and without con-
signing his nearest and dearest to the tender offices of
strangers in a public hospital.

State management being a dangerous experiment, what
ought to be the relation of the civil power to that part of the
country as long as it continues to contribute, not only for the
help of sick paupers, but also, as has been shown it does, in
the Highlands and Islands of Scotland for the whole existing
population in those poor and remote regions ? Fortunately,
we have been provided with an answer to this question by
the successful results of the action of the Scottish Education
Department in parallel circumstances. In the I,land of
Lewis where on account of the poverty of the population
the department found it necessary to give exceptionally large
money grants to the schools " my lords insisted on

exceptional powers of interference in the local management
of those schools. H M. inspector has a seat-indeed, the chief
seat-on their boards, regulates the appointment and dis-
missal and pay of all teachers, and really controls the
whole management. In like manner, wherever there are

exceptional grants, say above 20s. per head for each
individual on the roll of paupers in such parishes, the
Scottish Local Government Board should have the right
to appoint one of their inspecting officers to a seat on the
parish council with the right of voting on the appointment,
dismissal, and salary of the Poor-law doctor. The position,
status, and security of tenure of the teachers have been
much improved by this system of modified State inter-
ference and so, there can be no doubt, would also be the
result in the case of parochial medical officers in the

Highlands and Islands. Petty saving and petty tyranny
would disappear and we would by-and-by have a contented
body of well-paid, well-housed, and properly free and in-

dependent public servants. At present the Poor-law service
is often the very opposite, to the detriment not only of the
medical care of the poor but also to the loss and misfortune
of those who are better off.

j I might enlarge on the need for holidays and, above all,
for pensions. But I have said enough at, present to show
the urgent need for reform. The first step mentioned, that
of Government interference, could, I believe; be at once

effected by a modification of the regulations for the granting
of Poor-law medical relief in exceptional cases, and along
with this change should come, in simple justice to Scotland,
not a fixed annual contribution from the Consolidated Fund
for the whole of that part of the kingdom as at present, but
a frank payment of the one-half of each parish doctor’s
salary as has long been the case in England, while the pro-
portion, I believe, is still more in Ireland.

J am, Sirs, yours faithfully,
Jan. lst, 1907. WILLIAM BRUCE.


